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KUNM will air "some
Preliminary Parting Shots,"
an interview with Nicholas
Johnson, former FCC commissionertonight at 7 p.m .
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Speaker Shows, Senate Doesn't
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City Council President Jack Kolbert last night , · Tobias said he thought some of the senators had
arrived at the Associated Students of UNM · not com_e t? the mee~ing because of tests and "Pat
(~SUNM) Senate meeting as guest speaker only to Benton IS sick and said she could not come,"
discover'the Senate had not established quorum .
Kolbert )lad come to talk about city-campus
prob!em~ sue~ as parking on and around campus,
11ghtmg m ana around the University area, and
complnints from neighbors about the noise and ac- ·
tivities on Sigm_a Chi Ro'ad.
'
"
·Kolbert. said his meeting with the Senate, postponed until next week, would be "nothing formal,"
but would be a meeting to explore the means ·for
achieving a "better relationship between the city
council and the students."
"There is not enough input from the students,
there are a lot of ·areas where we can help " he

•hl.

LOwer · Math ·. 'c0 u·rse
University College ·Dean William Huber
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Rape c·a II ed Aggresstve
• not sexual

By Susan Walton
A time capsule, buried during Homecoming in
will be opened Oct. 18 at an 'Alumni gathering
UNM's golden anniversary.
Marian Kobbett, an organizer for the
JiomEJcoming reunion parties, said they have.been
pnab.le to reach the same people who buried the
ta~·~u''" during halftime ofthe 1950 UNM-Arizona
footb~•ll game.
"It will be a surprize to. us when we open it," she

q

Presented by, THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
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. UNM .To Open Cold Tiny Time Capsule

($5.00 Behind. Stage}
Students $5.50
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fOI!Ie~~ebecause

Tickets $6.50 All-Seats~ Reserved

~·
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f'11DE~r

J"OHNSON GYM--·U.N.M.
Saturday October ~8 8:oo p.J.U.

At: SUB
Gold Street Circus
Ra:n1. Stores
Natural Sound II
Candy .Man (Santa fe)
.
Albuquerque Ticket Agency(i:n Coronado Shopping Center)

.

Kolbert said that often on· close votes if a number. of" UNM students had come to the council
thehave
votes
of some
of the undecided
counmeeting
c~lors
could
been
sway ea.
·

Four students came to the council meeting the
mght we passed the noise control ordinance and if
' li\f
·
· ·
·
.
.
·
more students "about 40" had come the coiincu . ·J;
· ·Q
·
'
'
might haye voted differently, he said.
""4•.
"The UNM area has high priority for middle
block lighting" and will soon become the most lit
"'B
,.
_!.IP area of the city, he said.
_
y Lynda Sparber
_
"There are many ways- students can work in the
One of the clauses in the newly-approved set of entrance · .city government, as work-study, for credit, by
Uirements calls for .two years of high school mathematics. Curren- writing a paper or out right e_mployment," he said,
•
elem~ntary math courses cpnstitute 15 per cent of all students but not enough students know about t.his.
EeiJrollled m math, and math scores for incoming freshmen have·
He also said LOBO coverage of the .council is
l"'"il''uy dropped for the past seven years.
sporatic and there should be a lot more coverage of
Others who did not attend were Sylvia Arrieta,
Huber, dean of the University College, said present ACT the bills that come before the council.
.
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, Daivid Flynn, Felicita
lsc,orElS are so low, those test scores of 1957, analyzed to be standard
The Senate requires 15 members be present for'
Gurule, Leslie Ingham, Kevin Keller, and Orlando
the ACT, would be even higher than the results ofl974.
.
a meeting to begin. Only twelve senators showed
Segura.
.
The-senators who did· arrive were, David GarHuber ·said UNM .was ahead of the National percentile and of the up.
lr!lgi•Onlilpercentile from 1966 to 1968, below the regional in 1970 and
. Damon Tobias, vice president of ASUNM said,
cia, Ellen
Dave Greer, Celia Knight,
below all groups in 1974. ·
'
"I think it shows a great deal of irresponsibility on
Dick Lees, John Liebendorfer, Becky Lowry,
"Everything hs gone down here. I haven't found any place where the part of some senat.ors and I
those
Kathy Martinez, David Montague, Ellen Robinson,
•Alfred Santistevan, and Lee Watkins .
have fallen as much as for kids out of New Mexico high who showed up and Waited for an hour. •
1scnoo1s," Hube.r said.
,
.
out the
thatd_rop
the major
factors which \'{ould
generallytest
be
lbelie1fed to ca!lse
in scores-ethnicity,
age variances,
·
,
,
1
lty; geographical areas represented, . and sociof!c')'!O•mi·cs--h<lve not changed significantly between 1966 and 1974,
By Mike Gallagher
The figures were lower than for the rapists: displaced rape
"Students in. their junior high, high school, ·or elementary·school . The Rape Crisis Center dealt this year's high month of July (striking back at' a woman in his
fl_GUC<Itl(>ns have not taken· math, or have not retained the skills " with 26 cases of rape in Sep- when there was a total of 31 past), compensating rap~) (atsaid.
'
tember and the number of "gang rapes reported by the Rape tempting to bury insecurities by
control of a wolllllln), self.
About ten years ago, math 120, which is basic algebra, was takim, rapes"'reported made up over 40 Crisis Center.
of the math department and turned over to the Community per cent of the total cases.
The FBI has estimated that satisfying and sadistic rape.
it was not considered to be college level.
.
Twelve of the rape cases in- only 10 per cent of all rapes are
But many feminists believe
The course is still not considered college level, but is back in the volved two or more ·assailants reported to the police and that a that the rape originates ln the
department because, the-chairnl'an of the math department said, and six involved weapons; one rape occurs every minute-and-a- basic male/female social roles.
e couldn't get the students to take it. We found they would sign up gun, two knives, one club and ll half somewhere in the country.
M a I e s are tau g h t to be
more advanced classes that they were not qualified for rather than pillow which was used to smother · Psy,!!hologists have identified aggressive and females to be
the Community Col_lege fee."
IConUnued on page 7) one victim.
four types of rape or motivations passive.
!Coniir.ued on page 6)

Enrollment
lncreas.
-

•
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The capsule was secretly reburied after the
in 1950 and was to be dug up this year, but in
Jearin.g down Rodey Hall, the capsule was unto••ertl!rl and turned over to the Alumni office.
Bub Henry, director. of Alumni relations said, "It
about 1971 that we got the capsule." He said
would have"liked to keep the capsule and open it
the year -2000, but the class of 1951 wanted to
it this year.
Henry said if there is anything of historical iln- ·
POI'tai~Ce it will be kept in some way. He said he is
think1in~ of putting up an exhibit which will include
the confents of the capsule' unless it cononJy.mementos of that year.

'

In the LOBO Homecoming issue, Nov. 3, 1950, an
article said, "Students at UNM in 1975 will have a
good idea what went on at the University's silver
anniversary Homecoming when they dig up the
time capsule to be buried tomorrow during the half
time between the Lobo and Wildcat game.''
"'
The capsule contains pictures of old and new
UNM buildings and landmarks, fraternity and
sorority· houses. It includes pictures of the
Homecoming Queen and her court for 1950 and a
scroll with the signatures of the Alumni who attended Homecoming.
Copie.s of the LOBO, the cover of the 1950-51
Mirage and a list of all the campus organizations
and their officers should also be in the capsule.
The capsule was donated to the Homecoming
committee. President Tom Popejoy,'Student Body
President Joe Pasaretti and Jim Woodman, co-~
chairman of Homecoming, buried it ceremonially
during halftime. It was dug up the next week, the
score of the game (38-0 Jwas painted on the capsule
and an -NROTC unit kept guard while it was
'
reburied.
UNM had 4000 students that year and their
(ContinUed on pag~
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i Student's in Favor of Rathskeller
tl

News

0

By Teresa Coin
o An informal survey taken at UNM Wednesday
.g indicates that students and staff are almost over-;, whelmingly in favor of having a rathskeller and
:; beer on campus.
,
,
A
Karla Wright, 23, was definitely m favor o~ a
o rathskeller. "I like to drink. Beer and potato chips
-~ are better than Coca-Cola and potato chips."
~ UNM President William Davis, 46, said before
""' beer could be served on campus, 19-year-old
i:t drinking must be legalized.
"I think that then the matter should be looked
C'5' into," he said.
Q)
One student was for the rathskeller but with
~
certain
reservations.
p_,

By United Press Intel'national

All Letters Go by· Air
WASHINGTON-Starting Saturday there will be no reason tu
use air mail stamps because first class mail will be as good bet·
ter the Postal Servlctl announced Wednesday.
Ordinary letters will go by air without air ~ail ~tamps
wherever thn distance wart·ants, the Postal Servtce satd. Improvements also will be made in collection service aud mail
processing, it was announced.
This means there no longer will be any reason to use more
pensive airmai~ stamps instead of first c!ass stamps that cost
cents for the f1rst ounce (13 cents startmg Dec. 28), the l'o•>taJ
Service snid.
.

or

z

.Ji.

~ .
.~:r I:I.-~-·Mike Patterson ~ -~ .. would be a CletrJJmEmr
to the institution."

'

UNM President William Davis~ ·: .. 19-yearold drinking must be legalized. "
"I don't mind having a rathskeller," Jon
Bowman said, "as long as they don't serve A-1 beer
and they have Heineken on tap."
However, not all responses were favorable.
Mike Patterson, 20, UNM basketball player,
thought beer on campus "would be a detriment to
the institution."
Others voiced even stronger feelings.

"Beer is the devil's drink,;' said Michael O'Connor,26.
.
Prof. Leonard L. J erma in said ha ~mg a
rathskeller at UNM would not be any d1fferent
than going across the street to Okie's.
A rathskeller was viewed by some as a convenient place to escape for a while from the life of a
University student.
"I think it's a great idea. It'd give s.tudents a
place to relax and unwind," said Ronna Gregory,
23.
Susan Walton, 21, said, "It'd be nice to have a
place to go for a drink after class. I'm also in favor
of 18-year-old drinking."
Some concern has been expressed over the effect readily available beer would ha've on class attendance. Steve Neal, 26, did not think attendance
would be affected.
An unidentified student took it one step farther
saying, "Why not drinking in classrooms?"
But attitudes toward a rathskeller were summed up by Robert Thompson, 25, who said, "Hell
yes."

The deadline Cor piJdng nd\-·erlis~ng for your

rnvoritt~- Irom('~Oming QU(>('fl Cnt'ldldate is Friday.

Ort.lO, 4:30p.m..

Attfl:-ition, fj"Tad st11rl(or.ts! Df'.ad]i.l:lo for rl'scnrrh
.applirn.ti(lns to thE' ~tt;dt'nt Rcci"ll:ri."h AHo('ation
Committt'{' is 4:30 p.tr. .• Oct. l'J. lr.[2tJire nt thE>
G$A of!it't.>.
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Projet"t Consejo will haven meeting nt.7p.m. en
W('d,, Ort. 8. Anyone int~rf'st.ed in Project Con.
SE:'jo is urged tG nttend.

The Albuquerque C'on!itiotJ to Stop Senntc Billl
will rn.£'el in rm 2310, StiB, nt 7 p-.m. Thursday.
The ('.()tnmittef' is me.eting t3 plan fu:ther ll('tion
on Sf'nntt> Bll! 1. A!l intt>r£>stcd persons nrt> in.

...·i:t('d,

Offir-inls (cr WG-mPr.'s \~oUe-ybnll .o:re nE>rdf'd,
Cc..~tM~ Bill Dlnl:r. Thi 0£>pt., Jnhr.son Gym 28ilA,
~':':'·5554 b:r 271·33:t~.
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'AMDEMV IIWAno WINNER

FLL£N UUriSTYN
Kf~IS Kf~iiSTOf-:1 lJ iSON ~.
DOESN'T UVE HERE
7:00 & 9:10
Sat & Su11 Mat 2:4ll' & 4:!if!
ANYMORE
MIDNITE
ERST MOIVOE:

SUPERB

SCI
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FBI Head Against Legal Pot
ATLANTA-FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley said Wednesday
he opposed the decriminalization of marijuana u~e, but he does
not object if uverburdened law enforcement agenmes concentrate
on more serious crimes.
"If a department is so heavy laden with its ordinary keeping of
the peace that it wants to break off and forget about smokmg pot
and devote that time to more meaningful a1-eas, that's all right,"
Kelley told a news conference.
"Basically I am opposed to it for Y?U find !itt!~ so~ial adva~t.a~e
in decriminalizing marijuana, gamblmg or prostitution. But tf 1t 1s
a priority matter whereby it could free agencies to do more
meaningful work, then it possibly could be excused," Kelley said.
WASHINGTON-Congressional critics urged Wednesday that
the food stamp program be reformed to exclude strikers and
students, make stamp recipients seek jobs and allot stamps only
to persons at or below the poverty level.
Sen. James Buckley, R-N.Y., said the current food stamp
program is "An affront to every American who labors unaided to
feed his family without government assistance" and "a multibillion dollar budget buster."
Buckley testified at a Senate agriculture subcommittee hearing
on behalr'of a food stamp reform act introduced by 100 House and
Senate members, including himself. The administration was exnN·ren to makr public its own proposal for food ·stamp reform
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C9.Ke AND CAKE W~TH YOUR GRINDER

TGF

Sat&Sun

2001

,
Home of Albuquerque s first and finest submarine sandwiches. <GRINDERS>

Food Stamps May Be Cut

. J:.J::f-J::I'p

Peter, Ringo and Raquel!!

~~-------. 2108CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

NEW ORLEANS--Bunge Corp., one of the world's largest
grain companies, Wednesday pleaded no contest to federal grain
theft conspiracy charges in New Orleans and Houston and agreed
.
to police itself to prevent future swindles.
Under the piM bargaining arrangen:lent, B~nge agreed to 1m·
mediately start a three-year program at its nine elevators around
the nation to insure strict compliance with government handling
regulations.
.
In return, the government dismissed charges that Bunge
falsified ;ecords.

LivitJCJ_ _fMCJNi!.S ... a

theMAGIC CHRISTIAN
DON PANCHO'S

Guilty Grain Co. Polices Self<

Ucl.u..

f97.5

~i6+&tn. CEJ'Itru\.

265-0220
3405 .c.nlra( n.e.

[

FOR FINE ITALIAN GRJNDERS
We offer . . . REGULAR - VEGETARIAN - GENOA SALAMi - HAM • TUNA
PROSCIUTTO • CAPOCOLI.A- SAUSAGE • MEATBALL - ROAST BEEF

I

.I

I

THE RED, WHITE & GREEN
STRIPED SHOP
Acron From Yale l'arh, a~
'i 11 Harvard S.i:.
266·3232
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Perspective

fditorial

Spend· It Fast

0

"P."'

Worshippers Unite

I

<l)

!2'!

Once again we are treated to the sight of a student•senate tliat is
is: convinced that they are J. Paul Getty's heirs,
.
<l)
As seems to be the yearly case, student government has over-.
..;. spent in an effort to "buy those votes before the fa!! election."
t;h What happened to those promises of "financial priorities?"
<1l
The ink is not even dry on the dittoed appropriations bills before
ll;
'
they receive a "do pass" recommendation from the Senate Finance Co.mmittee and rubber stamped by the general senate.

z

Not every senator isguilty of this "blank check" fiscal policy but,
exactly what determines guilt? Is it guilt to vbte yes on a bill or is it
guilt to sit by. speechless and occasionally nod one's head to the
drone of a long winded speech for personal attention.
The students are the "suckers" in the case of overspending and
perhaps that title has just as much merit as the label of "circus"
which is placed on the Senate. After all we must remember that
P.T. Barnum, who coine'd the phrase, "There's a sucker born every
minute," started one of this country's largest and most famous circuses.

'

so

..
,

NEVER

Two V
. ,·ews . The Greek Image

DOONESBURY

•

For a first page news article, there seemed to be little or no research, and the articles' objectivity completely escaped us.

Panhe~lenic and I FC would be more than happy to
speak With you at an agreeable time to clear any
misunderstandings and we would be glad to supply
· you with any information for future articles.
The Greeks

'lrpnies. In History'
SOMIJCH
7}{!3

IVrJl'leL-

/.JT

ANOTO
7JIINK I
t/IAS ONc:!3
ASHOa-JN/

I

Editor:
There are many Ironies in History. Leftist
Chicano activists desert the stilted and "uncaring" Church and find their cultural universe a
circus of guitar strummers and brightly clothed
dancers. Feminist leaders despise the Virgin
Ma_ry-·their greatest mentor--and seek equality
am1dst the rubble of slaughtered infants.
TbE)re is Disney· World, the State Fair and
Roc!< Concerts, but our culture ha·s disappeared.
We have deserted that which illumines the soul
for whatever will enflame the senses.

Editorial Board
Unslgnsd !ttitorials represent a
tM/otity .oplrnon of the DailY --Lobo
Staff, All other columns, cartoons and
letters repreSDI)I the opiniOn of the

author and do nol neceSsarily retract
tfleVJAWs oft he "~:n.

Editor-in-Chief
Orfando R. Medjna

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features. Editor
Sarah

S~idman

•'

While The Books Pile Up, Zimmerman Rem.odels

llm!jjW®lmmmlW;JW1U!!iWMM1WIIW~%lllWWWi1l'Mi!k'ii%1i:Hfi1

The groups and organizations can hardly be accused of anythil'lg
• _
because they are just trying to be part of the Great American • Editor:
Dream, where any child can grow up to get a "piece of the action."
The story appearing on your first page Sept. 29,
Yyhat happens when the money runs out and student govern- about the Lambda Chi Alpha "Watermelon Bust'' has
ment is forced to be effective without a financial backing?
caused some concern among the Greeks and we
would
like to make a few points.
Will organizations then turn to student Senate for any kind of
heiJTwhen a check does not come with the resolution?
Watermelon Bust has become a fall tradition on the
UNM campus and is purely for fun, not profit, and as
Last week a Senate resolution was passed endorsing a candidate such did not deserve the snide comments it received.
for the directorship of the Student Health Center but someone Its contribution to Greek unity is immeasureable and
forgot to inform the austere and sincere body that endorsements failed to be mentioned. Another Greek project, one
are supposed to be mailed to the application board.
you failed to recognize, was the Pan hellenic and InterWe are not "picking" on the Senate to play the game of press fraternity contribution to the Child Care Center.
versus government. What we are doing is giving students a chance
to say good bye to their $12 and asking students to ask for a receipt
of the money spent. ·
Your newsp?per has gteat powei"'Df persuasion,
and by presentrng that article you have alienated one
the most powerful forces on campus. There is no
by Garry Trudeau ·of
other organization at UNM that is 1000 people strong
and ca~ a.nd will act as a single unit.

FCJ£.

//I'VE GOTJUSTll-lE CHAIR
fOR YOU I BUDDY!'·

Editor:
Hossana in the Highest! An empirical voice echoes from the' cavernous
chambers of Christian humility, All praise to its sectarian founders: Plato,
Aristotle, and' St. Thomas. Retribution shall aqnihilate the America~ Highway society, speak the faithful.
.
'
CHRISTIAN WORSHIPPERS OF AMERICA UNITE!!!!!!!!/1!
Shall we /(lave the task of spiritual and cultural dirE:~ctions in the U.S. to
the blasphemous nihilists? All true ·AmericarJS ·know that out native
creativity stems from morality and humble obedience to law. Can we allow
· our children to lie presently helpless in the tangled snare of anti-aesthetics;
while passionately and whole-heartedly yearning for the fruits of culture?
Shall the inert pestilence of carousing and debauchery torment our
students any longer? .
·• .
God no! They seek not these traits willfully, only while possessed by the
paganistic virtues of cozen Sopnist clar;~s.
We will not be thwarted by the pragmaticism of rationalists nor the
slovenism of the leisurely any longer!
·
Mount ye steeds and rise, rise to the cause of righteousness! "Atheism
is death," that is the war cry of 75. The works of propagandists will bur.n-Sartre, Nietzsche, Linnett, Darwin, arild Marx. Zarathustra shall lie
prostrate
at our knees and Billy'Graham shall triumph!
:
SEND TO KNOW FOR
, The National Troops of Christiandom (NTC)' shall overcome. Through
IT TOLLS FOR THEE_ .
dexterity and sincerity of purpose they will establish new culture, as sanctioned by our.venerable Pope. An icon in every Dodge, a mass on every
Letters m·fffillWl!Wl!Wl?iffl%1WJ:;uMmm:!i<l!tl'Wili•!fi. ill'·!!J!f·!•!@"i!llillt:l Television
Station: Thus shall we gain .our aesthetical heritage.anew.

News Editor
jon Bowman

_Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

Editor:
When my husband and I attended the CS
football game we bad the unfortunate <>v'n<>•i<>nooll
sit three rows behind a frat entrenchment. This
ticular fraternity sat on the lower north side of.
student section and wore white jerseys with a
blue stripe. This group was not only drunk, but
tinued to get drunker. They persis.ted in singing
scene ,ditties and shouting· out obnoxious cat
when the Lobes made mistakes. Several other
bers threw trash over their shoulders, striking
on the he;Jd.

Lighting And Safety

Editor:
As a result of poor lighting
and
inadequate
security,
students who are on campus for
evening classes or work must
face the dal'lger of suffering
theft or assault.
As a Greek alum, I was truly ashamea to admit
Although we have been told
had ever ha_d any affiliation with a
by the .campus police that there
organization. Sure, I am <;Jware that Greeks do
is a low crime level at UNM, this
, allegation is based on ,reported
themselves in worthy civic and charity
However, the general independent public is not. crimes only.· Many students
that the general public is aware of is the public
assaulted on campus contact
Greeks present at athletic events. The kind the Albuquerque Police Departbehavior I have described by that group reoulsl
alums who give money, potential pledges who are merit instead of the campus
life blood of the Greek system, ·and other ·
police.
who are needed to elect Greek canqidates to office.
Last Wednesday, th.ere was a
meeting • called to discuss
lighting and security and wa's
On the UNM c<tmpus the Greek system is ~"ff_,,;,,g attended by Karen Glaser, Dean
If the system plans to grow, it needs some image 1 of students, Lt. Alex Roybal of
provement. Greeks, do your drinking at a
the Campus Police, Floyd
sister's pad--not at the games. Sing your obscene
Williams of the Physical Plant,
ties in the privacy of your houses. And be loyal
AS UN M Senator Duffeythe teams.
·
r;;;;,. 2 ¥1M
. I !%1 L
lliii#"Remember that the only difference between
Greek s!ob and an independent one is a frat pin ...
Mrs. Marilyn W. M<:CJ,amlhol
Graduate :stuae'l

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy

--------~-------------------------fttn1~~fim~:m.~~o·~tL~namt-~k~~z~wR"«~~~

Tell me what freedom you will-lose if'Sen
Bill No. 1 is passed. Tell me which divE}rsions;
will cancel. If there is something worthwhile 1
your own crusade (wha:ever it is) you learned
from the Church, and that is the greatest irony
all. Charles Truxillo seeks no hiding place
the lessons of History. I wonder how
citizens of_ t.his University are possessed of
S<)me integrity.

John Mark

:Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Come, good and chivalrous Christians. Assist!ll The pa_st is not too far
ahead. We must work in haste for the future.
National Troops of Christiandom

Teresa Coin

Sports EditorHarold Smith

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

Letters to the Editor...
Letters · to ihe editor
should be no longer than 250
words,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publicatiqn. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group;
please include a name, telephone number and address
of'a group member.

Very Fine
European
. .

Ingrassia and two fellow
workers of the ISWU.
The only action the University
is taking towards better ligh'ting
is the "curious" replacement of
extremely effective quar.tz lamps by more "attractive" but functionally inferior lamps such as
th'e poorly~ placea dim lights
found on the Mall.
ISWU is concerned with the
safety of students and student
workers!

A campaign has been started
to gather infdrmation and 1;1pply
pressure to the University administration. In order to get
adequate lighting ·on our. campus, the campus police need'
reports of all stolen articles and
any kind of verbal or physical
o
assault that has occurred.
This will support the ISWU •
.
'·IIJ our .
and st.udent government
struggle to improve student
safety.
Ma.ry Emslie
ISWU

In~donesian

Food
Sandwiches
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Tho New Maxlco Dally Lobo Ia pubHsbcd Monday through Friday every
rea:ular week of _the Univ~raity. yenr
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bi" the Board of Student P~blications of
t·H., UnlVctsity of New Mexico, and is
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By Sheldon Ilinchberger
An ad hoc committee of the
0 UNM faculty is studying the
o honors program in the College of
.g Arts and Sciences.
'
...:< Eight UNM faculty members
a.were appointed by Arts and
Oj Sciences
Dean
Nathaniel
';;Wollman to determine what
·.;; could be done for the go·od
~
d
<ll stu ent,
· ..
·
,
~
Professor Emeritus of English
13: Dudley Wynn, one of the comm!ttee members, said they were
• going to department chairmen
~ asking them "what is being done
M for the good ·student in that
~ department" Whether-an honors
program is necessary and if it is,
are there ways to ill,! prove it?"
The current Arts and Sciences
honors program rl!quires a
minimum overall grade point
average of 3.2, but each depart-

-t

z

ment can raise their requirement
above that.
The committee is not an investigation, said Wynn. "We are
only trying to see how we can offer greater challenge to good
students.
"Few students graduate with
honors because they don't think
it is of value," said Wynn. "But it
is possible that an honors
·program student would have an
easier time. getting into graduate
school and also an easier time
getting recommendatil'ms from
teachers ..and recommendations
are very important now."
The only problem with the personalized program is money, said
Wynn. "Most teachers have no
time to work closely with un·
dergraduates. They have classes,
doctoral papers from graduates,

and they must also work on their
own research."
The hea(t of the program, as
Wynn sees it, is to find the
students who do not scramble for
grades.

FREE Daytime Activities

UNM JAZZ BAND
Performing Friday; October 10
SQB Ballroom 12 Noon - 1 pm
Sponsored by ASUNM & Studet;r.t Activities

ANNUAL FALL
SALE
Oct. 16, l7,
&18

jects, but qon'i have a high grade
point, Do we leave them out?"
This Friday, the committee
will meet to compare notes and
proposals. ·After this meeting,
Wynn said, students will be interviewed to insure their needs
are taken into consideration.

"The size oHhis university has
created an atmosphere where
students go to class, then go
home. There are no student campus activities to· .hold the enThe. other ~ommittee members
thusiastic student," he said.
in.clude:
Colston Chandler
{Physics);
Pat
McNamara
Wynn said the new program, if {sociology);
John
Gluck
one is designed, might not be a {psych·ology ); george Peters
program for the high grade point {modern
and
classical
average student, but for the languages); Phillip Bock {·Anstudent with "spirit."
thropology) fl,nd Chris Garcia •
"There might be students who (assistant dean of Arts & Scienknow a lot about one or two sub- ces).
·

•

Traditionally, women have had
several reasons for not reporting
rapes. The major reason-w'as the
past sexual conduct of the victim
often became the focal point of
the trial.
• The Sex Crimes Act, which
took effect in June 1975, says the
past sexual conduct of the victim
will no longer be a prime defense
for the Accused. If the defendant's attorney has' evidence of
the victim's past sexual conduct
that is material to the case, that
evidence must be made known to
the court in a written motion
prior to trial.
In a study of rape done in the·
District of Columbia, it was
found that 82 per cent of the rape
victims had "good reputations,"
and half the rapes occurred in the
home.
Susan Griffin, in her essay.
"The Politics of Rape," accused
the old laws of "protecting the
rights of the male as a possessor

of the female body, and not the
right of the female over her own
body." ·
The Sex Crimes Act has nearly
adopted Griffin's definition of
rape. "Rape," she wrote, "is an
act of aggression in which the
victim is denied her selfdetermination. It is an act of
violence which, if- not actually
followed by a beating or murder,
carries with it the threat of
death."
The "gang rape" may be an
even more violent act, Griffin
wrote, "though one might suppose that in a group rape, since
the victim 'is outnumbered, less
force would be inflicted on her--in
fact, studies indicat~ the most excessive degrees of violence occurred in group rape."
She went on to say, "far from
discouraging violence, the
presence of other men may in
fact encourage sadism and even
cause the behavior."
Another reason many women

Mesa Chicana
NEW, USED,
AND SECONDS:
Down Bags
Down Jackets
~:rents

Ski Sweaters
Boots
Summer Clothing
Packs
60/40 Mtn. Parkas

'

Save 20%
to 50%

Recruitment Party

p

Entertainment & Bebidas
Friday, Oct. 10, 8 -12_p.m.
International Center.1808 Los Lomas NE
All Grad Students & Faculty
,

change.'~

Bienvenidos Vengan Todos

ram1ng
suppltes
~~ LflttGELLS

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266·3211

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344·5002
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do not report rapes is the
of male police officers,
this too has been changing.
Police in 4-Ibuquerque
many other cities have begun
crime divisions staffed
female officers: The poli
believe the rape victim would
relate better to another woman
than a male officer.
· The Albuque_rque police. now
have three women detectives
w o r k i n g i n~ t h e s e x c r i m
division. The division is on
_hour call ancl one of the dete:c·m
tives is on call during off-duty
hours.
The city will now pay
physical examinations after
rape in order to gather eviidence.
The examinations, howev
must be performed at Be,rnalilllo
County Medical Center in order
for the city to pay for them.
Many women have also taken
the self defense route.
police, however, warn
carrying concealed-weapons.
Griffin, in her essay, wrote,
is part of human dignity to
able to defend oneself,
w_omen are learning. Some
women have learned karate,
' some to shoot guns. And yet, we
will not be'free until tbe threat
rape and the atmosphere of
violence is ended, and to end that
the natllre of male behavior must
.~titude

• The Rape Crisis Center inakes
these suggestions for preventing
rape: learn to fix your own
carry your own money and do not
be afraiQ. to defend yourself.
They also recommend buying
peepholes, locks, and drawing
curtains on your private life.

NMPIRG needs student volunteers to speak
before cpmmunlty organi:tations and to man the

petition table in the

sua. Stop by P1RG office at

Mesa Vista) lJall and ask for Elaine Baca or Chris
Perry.

Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
. Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare GJass

6307 Menaul NE, Albq. NM. 87110 881-5223
Sale limited to in-store stock
Thursday 9:30 · 6:00
Friday 9:30 - 8:30
Saturday 9:00 - S:JO

Nathaniel Wollman

Rape Ca~led Aggressive, not Sexual
{Continued from page 1)
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City Council Candidate to Check Vote ·count

Honors PrOgram Under.Scruti'ny

m

·---~

Philosphy Club will meet oil Fri., Oct, 10 in
liUm. 535. Speaker wjfJ he Pro!. Rojas Pcllernn(l
who will present a paper fn Spanish entitled
"Issues in. the Philosophy of Law." Coffee at .3
p.m.; prE's('ntatfon at 3:30p.m.

LOS Student Association Fireside at 8 p,m ..
Sun .• Oct. 12. Institute of Religion, -1601 Grand
NE: Speaker--Albuquerque Stake President

· Alan Reed, city council candidate for District· Eight, said
yesterday he would ask to look
over the votes cast Tuesday in
his district.
Reed, who is· also a UNi\1·
professor, polled 1509 in the election, making him just 22. votes
shy of the 40 per cent total he
needed to be declared the winner. If Reed's total was correctly
counted, he will fa~e second place
'Max Kiehne in a Nov. 4 run-off
for the District Eight council
s~at. Kiehne picked up . 1060
votes.
, __
Two other contende~s for the
seat, Ken Gattas and Leo C.
Baca, garnered 968 votes and ~91
votes respectively.
'
The nearly victorious candidate said he would go down to
City HiiJl today 11nd "look at the
voting machine print-outs and
absentee ballots.
'.'I don't 1:eally think there was
any serious errors in the election
process," he said, "but if the
count was wrong,. it would lie

good to find out. It could save the
city a Jot of money that would
have •to be spent for a run-off
election.''
Reed!s opponent, Max Kiehne,
was out·of town and unavailable
for comment. Kiehne has been
supported,. however, by former
District Six councillor Ralph
Loken, and said Tuesday night
he expects to · pick up the
"business votes" which went to
Ken Gattas.
· In other action Tuesday, the
voters elected two judges and re·elected· the same number of incumb_e_nts to the City, Council,
passed Jill thirteen bond issues
and four City Charter amendments, · and sent two District
Eight candidat.es · ta a run-off
. election in November.In Distr~ct Two, incumbent
Joe Abeyta handily 'defeated opponent Carlos Cordova ·by a vote
of 1608 to .364. Incumbent Toll!
Hoover, representing District
Four, showed almost as strongly.
Hoover received 2611 of· the

Alan Reed
votes in his district, while. 566
went to James Brewer and
another 292 went to Gerald Bednorz .
In the District Eight council
contest, crowded· by six contenders, Ava Marie Bowers

.A&S E11rollment Steady.
Wit h t h e exception of
Ame r ica n S t u d ie s a n d
Linguistics, the c;ollege of
Arts & Sciences' department's
enrollment changed very little
·
this semester.
·
American Studies
lost 52 per
cent of its students when many of
its courses were reorganized into

~ t h ~ r. de j>a r t men t ~. The
lmgmstrcs department listed a

79.9 per cent increase in students
• d
af ter more f un ds were a II ocaye

to it.
..
·
' Anthropology,
English,
geology, p hilosophy, p hysics, an d
psychology all showed decreases
from 0.2 per cent to 4.7 per cent.
All other Arts & Sciences
departments showed increases.

2.4 per cent over last year's Arts
& Scrences
·
course enro Jim en t .

.
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(Continued from page U

"The problems with these
Chairman 'Art Steger described the course as the "first step for
statistics is that they don't give a people who have not mastered the rudiments of algebra in college."
goo d impressron
of w hat th e
·
Almost 800 students are taking the course this semester, whichf
student,faculty r~tio is," said Steger said has caused the spending of a "disproportionate amount o
Wollman. "A department might resources.''
h
be gaining on a fraction of a per
"It's kind of ironic.when you consider it's not even college level," ~
cent in student enrollment but said, but emphasized that, evidently, "studen.ts have a. legitimate
need for the class.''
from 1.9 per cent to 19 per cent.rsatitl ~ ..h ~ve a high stu d ent-facu Ity · Steger conducted "a very roug)J survey" of 30 4 students taking the .
Total enrollment was still up
.
class in the spring of 197 4. 202 passed with a "C" or better and 94 of

10

. T•I m e c. a PS. u Ie t 0 b e' Q pen ed
T •I n-y
·

!Continued rrom page IJ

pulled out on top, but she too with only the $2.9 million bond to
failed to receive the necess'ary 40 build a new Civic Museum
pf!r cent of the vote. She will face . receiving serious opposition.
James Delleney in the run-off.
The museum bond passed,
Bowers and Delleney are both however, by a vote of 12,297 to
real estate agents.
12,051. Money derived (rom it
The election results for the will,, be used to relocate. the
. district went as follows: Bowers, museum from its present site
1732 votes; Delleney, 1525; Joe (the Albuquerque municipal airG. De Baca, 430; Sol Hoffman, port) to the Navajo Truck site
• 309; Alfred Kraus, Jr., 308; and near 0 ld Town.
Reuben Villanueva, 37.
Other bond issues which
Frederick Mowrer ran unop- · passed included:
,
posed for the Division One
--$1 million for the Rio Grande
Municipal Judge seat, while Ben Zoo;
Roybal, defeating four op.. $400,000 to improve the city's
ponents, won the seat for· data !Jrocessing facilities. 1
Division Two·. Roybal received
--$4.1 million for a new court
10,004 votes, - over three building.
thousand more than Elizafleth
--$7.65 million for street mainLove who placed second. Love, a tenance.
UNM law school graduate, was
..$6.39 million for a storm
endorsed by the Albuquerque sewer system for the South
Journal.
Valley.
Others in the race included H. · --$3.2 million. for 'parks and
R. Blackhurst (5855 votes), recreation.
Gloria Lyons (2306), and Joseph . · .. $220,000 for purchase of
Zucht (1005).
books for the Albuqu'erque
All thirteen bond issues passed • Public Library.

•

program for Homecoming was much the same as
the program for this year's revival homecoming. In
1950 the schedule included judging of fraternity
and sorority house decorations, coronation of the
Homecoming Queen, a bonfire and pep rally, a
student-Alumni record dance, a· parade, Qpen

.
.
Houses at campus organizations; a Homecoming
dance {Art ~ooney and his·orchestra played) and
of course, the footb.all game.
After the Hol1jecoming, Popejoy. said, "The activities sponsored by stu~ents and Alumni last
Friday were easily the best of all the 25
Homecomings the University has presented."

•

Why take the time to roll with two papers.
• and Iick twice for one smoke? With
double-width e-z wider you roll one,lick once
and you're off! There's no faster easier way
to roll your own. And there's no better
gummed paper made. So roll with e-z_wider
and get off on the double.
~- ~-....
~h- Ji1~;j:

those students went on.to take math 121. Only 50 of the group going
on to the hijl'her level classes received a "C." or more and, oft.hese 50,
- 22 went on to take calculus. Four students from the grou~.., traced
down the line from the cia !IS of 304 passed.
.
."Typically, the person who needs 120 by th~ time he reaches college
. Will probably never be able to go apy further.
The m~th dep~:,tme~t cond.uc~s placement tests every sem~ster"
Steger said m~th IS a hrghi,Y d1sciplrned study. If a ~tudent get~ m the
wrong class, It could be disasterou~. The tests g!ve ..a good 1dea of
where the student belongs, and we give strong advrce.
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Fiddlln' Fren(~ie
& His OutiQws:
.
CQjun Country-Fried, French ~usic
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music often represents the best
"Fiddlin 'Frenchie Surke"
0
of
country music. It seems like
,.Q
Fiddlin' Frenckie Burke and the
0
it's
the Cajuns who have to
Outlaws
..:I
.remind
the rest of the country
:>,
20th CenturyRecords/T-479
:;::1
that harmony singing is na.tural
ol
in country music.
A
0
*
The major reason that Cajun
·~
By John Feldman
music doesn't have a universal
"';.<
The Cajuns of Louisianna and
~
:;s
Texas have long added their own
ift ~
~
disti~ct interpretatio~ of com- ~-~·~ •
mereta! country mustc to'- the . ,
z
· total country and westerh picI
.
00
ture. The Cajuns (French-...
~
btl
Americans of the Bayou lands)
ol
il-,
have been isolated in their swam- appeal to country music faqs is
ps ever since they were driven that half the time their lyrics are
from Canada. Because of this sung. in French .. At the same
isolation: Cajun musicians have. time, French-American singing is
pll)yed steel gultars, guitars, ac- a pleasant 'change, considering
cordions and especially fiddles in the mediocrity of most modern
\)" a y s t h a t o t h e r c o u n t r y lyrics;
What might turn out to be one
musicians would never dream of.·
Cajun music has long been big of the most important albums of
business in the Bayou c'Ountry. . this decade (as a reviewer I feel
Countless little Cajun ·record . constrained to limit it to a
I a b e Is h a v e p r o v i d e d t h at decade, but I feel like another
specialized community with com- album of this stature may not
mercia! music to fit their own come along again in this century)·
tastes. Frequently Cajuns will was released this month on 20th
leave the swamps to snow the Century Fox records. The Lp
rest of• the country musicians features the most dynamic
what they are doing wrong. musicians assembled·i'll Texas. ',
From Jimmy C. Newman to Doug
The album and the musicians
Kershaw, Cajun pickers have are called Fiddlin' Frenchie
shown up the,others by .sticking Burke and the Outlaws.
ASA: So.le Prints
Future Show
.to ear-pleasing three-cord upFrenchie Burke is a singer,
The above photograph is· by R9bert J. Brewer and is for sale tempo or sorrowful country songwriter, and one heck of a fidthrough the ASA Gallery. The gallery will cover matted student ar- tun!;!s.
die player. His band, the
twork with acetate and display it in the sale bin. A ten per cent comBuck Owens, Charley Pride, Outlaws, is the first band since
mission will be taken by the gallery to cover costs. Current prices Hank Williams, and many other the 60's that can compete with
vary between $15 and $30.
~
dominant (non-Cajun) forces in Merle Haggard's Strangers. AfThe next exhibit at the ASA Gallery is "19th Century Country music have borrowed ter 1968 it became increasingly
Photographically Illustrated Books," which will open Thursday, from Cajun music. There's a unpopular with country singers
October' 15.
touch of jazz, a hunk of Texas ·to create and record with their
Some of the books have actual prints pasted in them, others have shuffle-stomp rhythm, a batch of ·own bands. Frenchie Burke has
photomechanical reproductions. The purpose of the.show is to show Southwestern swing, strains of proven.how critical it is to have a
how communications have changed because of the visual medium. Dixieland, traditional French band that can provide the singer
Some of the books included are Excursians Daguerriennes, Dar.win's tunes, snatches of black music, with a style that will stand out in
Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animal and ProJ~ssional and l!ven a bit of cowboy music in a crowd.
Criminals in America.
·
modern Cajun m usie. Cajun
Between '68 and today, Johnny
Bush
had a good band that could
$1.00 Discount with Student I.D.
have helped make him an even
Starts Sunday Oct. 5
greater success than he is. Unfortunately, Bush did not use his
band on his records for
-RCA-choosing
Nashville
sidemen instead. For a time it
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around now 'for quite a few years
"John Fogerty"
and have recorded such songs as.
John Fogert'y
the jazz favorite "Compared to
Asylumi7E-1046
What"
Herbi.e
Hancoek's
'
* • •
"Maiden Voyage" and "H ap·
By George Gesner
piness is Just Around the Bend,"
In the sixties there was a later recorded by another RCA
group from Berkeley, California recording artist) The Main
who after many struggling· years Ingredient.
hit the charts. In· the age of
On the "Rei~forcements"
supergroups (1968), they enj_oyed album Brian Auger:s Oblivion e<esuccess and fame· for several press looks a lot to the "disco"
years.
,
field. The beat of the album on
The group was- Creedence the whole is a bit Latin, but
Clearwater Revival with 'their without a doubt you would
rasty-voiced lead singer John classify it in R&B/Jazz.
Fogerty. After the demise of .. The Oblivion Express has put
Creedence, Fogerty led a group together a real nice album. It is
called the Blue Rtdge Rangers. well balanced, and has direction_.
The group didn't make it. Failure It is mellow, sorrowful (as in
is difficult; especially when "The Big Yen"-written for the
late Robbie Mcintosh of the
memories of success linger.
Hoping to get into the main- -Average White Band, who died
stream again with this album snorting pure heroin, thinking it
may be difficult. The major por- was cocaine) or joyful, as the
tion' of the album stmnds like it . diseo cut "Brain Damage."- . ·
was recorded in a garage (the
The Express truly lias put
recording engineer is :qavid Cof- together some excellent talent
fin). '·
and energy, and their recordings
Side one opens with '~Rockin' show it. In a_ll, "Reinforcements"
all over the World," which is sim- is for the well rounded music
pie and repetitive rock 'n' roll. · buff it is a tough album. And
"You Rascal, You" is a cross bet- 'with a name like Brian, they
ween bluegrass and vaudeville. won'-t dissapoint yo).l.
The side ends with an old Jackie
Wilson song, "Lonely Teardrops."
The pick of side two opens "ChainReaction'
with the sounds of the. ocean as The Crusaders '
an introduction to a 1960 number, Blue Thumb/BTSD,6022
• • *
"Sea Cruise." While John FogerBy
George Gesner
ty fondles his memories, rate.J.his
The
newes1;.
outing by the
album C minus.
Crusaders is once again an in"Reinforcements"
strum.ental ~!bum. _It is . aJ?Brian Auger's Oblivion Express
proprmtely ,titled becaus~ ~t IS
RCA/1-1210
spontaneous from start to ftmsh.
* * •
The majority of the music on,
By Brian Matthews
the album can be descrilied as
Anyone who is into the world · modern cocktail sound. It's laid
of keyboards wJII truly. ap- back and spiced with jazz.
preciate this album. . .
On side-A "I Felt the Love"
Brian Auger's Obhv10n Ex- picks up the beat but sounds too
press is a six member group out much like their last hit single
of· England. They !lave been "Put it Where You Want it." The
side mellows out with "Mellow
Out" and "Rainbow Visions."
Side B's "Give it Up" has a
light Average White Band sound
•
Side B's "Give it Up" has a
fCoutin11cd from pn:gc B)
light Avera[e White Band sound
"Mama's Picture," and "the Poor with a popular disco beat. "Hot's
Hobo." Without telling the story It" (really isn't) is an uptempo
line, let me say that there is one piece that introduces a little syn-song on the album about incest thesizer accompaniment.
that is the first song I have ever
Wayne Henderson and Wilton
heard in country music about Felder do all the lead b~rass work
that subject. I don't think I've which' sometimes camouflages
heard a song in any kind o(music _ the rest of the band, whose
about incest, for that matter.
rhythm work holds the music
There are two songs on the together, The Crusader~ are
slbum that can be associated with capable of better albums. Rate
Cajun Doug ·Kershaw: '"Diggy this one B minus.
Diggy Lo," and Doug's _most
recent song, "Mama's got t&e
Know How." Burke's are better.
(Kershaw has also recorded
"Colinda,"-as has a fiddle player
from Japan).
The reason these recordings
are so good is that they were
made in Houston, not in Nashville, Bakersfield, or ·Austin.
They are clean, country, and a
marvelous tribute to the kind of
count.ry that radio stations
should play, but usually d'on't. It
has .been somewhat of a miracle
that Burke's Cajun songs have
gone as high on record charts as
they have. The good stuff is so often left behind. Fiddlin Frenchie
B"Qrke's record is priceless, or at
least easily worth the inflated
price a record store might ask for
it.

was in this b&nd, the Bandeleros,
that Frenchie Burke played fid.
die.
,
Besitles being a part of Johnny
Bush's show, Burke· i~ said to
have . been . in Faron Young's
group, the Deputys. Little else is
known about Burke or the
Outlaws.
' The obvious thing:.ab.Qut Fren·
chie llurke is the fact that he is a
Cajun, and is proud of it. It's also
obvious tha·t he makes great
music,'
The album "Fiqdlin Frenchie
Burke" features 11 beautiful
songs, including three single
records that have received radio
air-play. The first of these is a
Cajun standard called "Big
Mamou" that
Frenchie has
given new life and transformed
into an up-tempo.~ mjlsterpiece.
·The second single he had out is
also included. It ,is another Cajun
standard called "Colinda." Both
"Big Mamou" and "Colinda" em-·
ploy instrumentation at finger,
breaking
speed,
complex
arrangements of basic· melodies,
and vocals in both French and
English.
Burke's third single, currently
being played on country stations,
is a new and different song called
"The Fiddlin' of Jaques Pierre
Bordeaux."·
Burke knows .he is a fiddle
player, not just a singer. Most of
the songs in the album rely on
the musicians (primarily on
Burke's own fiddle) to keep the
songs going, not tHe vocals.
There's nothing wrong with the
vocals, but they are spread out
and can be savored because they
are not overdone. ·
There are three fiddle tunes on
the album, all of which show that
Burke is perhaps the cleanest fid·
dler currently playing country
music. Frenchie's version of the
waltz "Jole Blon," unbeli_evably
gorgeous, is never old-no mat- ·
ter hQW many times it is played.
There are two songs on the
album written by Burke:

. Co.jun

(Continued on page 9)

"A M~VIE THAT CELEBR~~~n!~C~~~!~!" ~

DIVINE IS MARVELOUSLY FUNNY!"
-Crist, New York Magazine

Friday
Alex in Wonderlan.d

"SEX OFFENSES THAT WOULD SHOCK
EMARQUIS· DE SADfl"
-Rt;x Reed,
• N. V. Oatly News

U971) Novice movie dfrec1or tries fo find hls
MWonderland"' not in any s~Ulc place, but
rather in his clnemallc Ideas .:md fantasies. He
Is beset v.rith a problem after the completion of
his successful first {ilm: what to do next? He Is
lam between making an honest film and one
'of pretentiousness. "His search ror contacts
drives him so far from reality (ak:led-by drugs
and sex) that he becomes unhinged.

Directed by Paul Mazul'•ky.
Donatd Sutherland,. Ellen Burstyn, Jearfne
Morea~ Federico F~Pinl

When you order d nner a1 McDonald s. 1t snosooner sa:c! !han dCone

{\{\Ill's
IMc!om\.
MENAUL AT SAN PE!:RO
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
5324 4th STREET N.W.
LOMAS AT JUAN TABO

..

Saturday

•

ABOUT THIS@

I
~'

\Vh 1h• d l'l\lftll,llt>t:l X. prt•\ W\\ rtudll'ntt•s
ha~·e alsomdu•J~ted that "'Ft•ma!(' Tmuhl1/'

lndUdl'!l ~l'<'IW~

or t•)\fra~mh11o1ry f.lt'r\'NSII\

and rna\' lw Sl!t'l\ as m<1r.11ly and sc~u;illy ·
utTl•nsJVt'
~'M••~y

DIVINE· DAVID. LOCHARY. MARY VIVIAN PEARCE· MINK STOLE· EDifH.MASSEY

ADREAMLAND PRODUCTION 'ROM SAliVA FILMS. INC 1 0'' Su'l L11.E1\ Lm Cll<fMA l.uRP

PIU~II
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.,-3401 CENTRAL NORTHEAST
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A Day at the Races
(1937r
7, 9.&11

pm
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Oblivion, Cru$oders, ·
John Fogert_y
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.Nature .Lovers: Steal Thnt Plnnt
''Pirating Plants"
Peter Tobey
Tobey Pub. Co.l_$2.95

*

*

*

By Chris Belcher
Peter Tobey's "Pirating Plants" is in se,veral ways a sign of
the times.
'
Plant cultivation has been
steadily gr'Owing as a universal
pastime, even as the "back to
·nature" movement from which it
sprouted slowly runs out of
energy under the hard fact that
... life on the farm is much more difficult after the early exhilaration
than life-in the suburbs.
Equally popular as the latest
spurt of primitivism, something
which recurs in history, is the
proliferation of "how-to ' books
written by former members of
the counterculture who returnedo
from Woodstock and decided to
follow the lead of their guru rock
idols in making fame and fortune
come their way through sheer
gall.
•
.
I call the sty.le of these works,
which deal with everything from
car repair,to Yahtze playing, the
"California
style."
Tobey,
although he seems to be from
Connecticut, clearly falls within
the tradition. Close rapport-or
better, "rap"-with the reader,
intense self-examination, an attempt at total honesty (often offered as an excuse for lack of ex'pertise) are the tell-tale characteristics.
Fortunately, Tobey was not an
English major in college, so that
he doesn't feel obliged to drag up
characters from · the list of
English department accepted
a 11 thors as does California·sty.led
Sierra
Designs
campmg
_ catalogue in its annual tripping
report: "Today Mary and I
reached the ridge, -wishing that
Brautigan or at least Byron and
Coleridge were with us. Later
the golden reflection by the falls
'reminded me of Pynchon's
latest."
·
But, to get away from all this
historical perspective, what is
"Pirating Plants" about?
As the title suggests, it is
about getting somet]].ing for
.nothing. The plant theft·to-be is
instructed how to start plants
from seeds, graftings, transplantings, and cuttings· with
time being the only cost.
Since most potenti-al plant
filchers are probably lazy so that
the finer techniques of Bonsai
and fruit grafting are· beyond
their reach, I distill a few words
of wisdom concerning how to
raise a d:cent greenery from a
quick euttmg of a s~emTobey .emphasizes the ex·

perimental spirit which one must
assume for such enterprises;
anyone who tries enough will be
bound to succeed. Find a plant
you like-the best time to do so is
in the early spring-cut three or
four inches from the strongest
stem, trim the leaves from the
bottom and remove the sickly
ones from the cutting, and,
keeping the cutting moist all the
while, take it home and put it in
water or a misture of sand, moss,
and dirt.
If you're lucky, the plant will
root in a few weeks, at which
time it can be removed to more
suitable soil. Finally, after all
this trouble, my personal advice
is that you ~eep it under lock and
key, lest the thief become the
thieved.
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Get
·better

looking.
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You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjust- ·
ments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is avail-'
able and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
.Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life. ,
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OPTICAL
4410-A Central Ave. S.W. ·
Phone: 831-5326
4300 Central Ave. S.E.
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down to earth and hospitable."
Rich said he believes New
Mexico has the capability to beat
Arizona State or any other school
on the Lobo schedule this year.
"Man to man we're as good a
team as Arizona State," he said.
"It's
a matter of not makin

'<l)

Besides interceptions, Rich is
that has a lot to do with the
coaching staff and the way they <!lso known for his fumble
recovering, and punt returns. As
run "the whole football program."
for
punt returns, he is the only
Rich said he thinks "highly of
the UNM coaching staff. I have Lobo credited with such so far
nothing but praise for Coach this year. He has four for 57 yar(Bill) Mondt .and the way he ds all these gained in the Fresno
organizes the team. He has a per- State game.
sonal .commitment towards the
team. I really admire him. He's
not in it just for the job, but he
loves the' sport, and has a good
knowledge of it."
Two of his four years at New
Mexico were played under Coach
Rudy Feldman. "There is a total
difference between Mondt and
Feldman just as there is a difference between day and night.
But the main thing Randy Rtch
Feldman was very
knowledgeable about the sport, is known for is probably his hard
but his personal relations with hitting. D,espite his size, (5-9, 181
the team members and the .com- pounds), he is averaging 11
munity just weren't right. I en- unassisted tackles per game so
joy playing under the present far this season. (He had 38
program much more. Now I feel unassisted tackles all of last
like it's not just a job, but I enjoy _season.) UNM coaches also credit
the game more."
·
Randy with 16 touchdown saving'
Playing his first varsity game tackles; that is, being the last
as ·a freshman nine games into man to tackle an opponent who
the season, Rich said "I was threatened a touchdown.
lucky and .others were unlucky.
There were injuries, and this
gave me the opportunity to be
looked at on the varsity." Rich
had the most interceptions (2) of
the team during his freshman
year despite joining the varsity
By John Custer
late. His first game on the varsity was against Houston and "The ski team at UNM is'
even though the Lobos lost, B,ich using psychological methods to
was outstanding with 15 tackles ex_ercise minds and muscles,"
and an interception return of 29 sa1d Coach George Brooks.
yards.
"We are working with the
· "I feel privileged and fortunate- J acobses theory of relaxation
that I am a starter," Rich said. imagery," Brooks said.
Dr. Richard Suinn, consultant
This year he is leading the Lobos
with four interceptions, the same psychologist with the U.S. ski
number he had his junior year. team, has been developing the
He had three interceptions theory for several years and
during his sophomore year.
UNM has now used it for two
"Picking off an interception is years. The testing, however, is
just being in the right spot at the not yet conclusive.
The ski team psychologist is
right time," Rich said. "Of course, we also watch film and the Bjorn Jogi from Sweden.
other team's plays. We get to · Psychology is a science dealing
know the opponent's favorite with mental functions, and is
routes. It's a matter of laying on unlike psychiatry which is the
study and treatment of mental
the ball and reacting to it."
'

:21

Rich said. he "had 'hopes of
playing offensive running back"
when he was recruited to New
Mexico. He played that position
his last 'two years in high school
at Oildale, California (a suburb of
Bakersfield, Rich said), where he
~et a school record of 2500 yards
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rushing.
He said "after seeing the size
and speed of the linemen, I
decided defense would be best
for me. I really enjoy defense. I
get more self-fulfillment from it,
although I didn't realize it until I
started pl_!lying it in college."
Rich played both offense aiid
· defense during his sophomore
years in high school, and said he
(Continued on pago 11

Swedish Psychologist
Assisting Snow Squad

•NiifiOi~'i_;y;.Jo

·f!andy Rich, No. ~8, and a safety on the UNM football varsity
mtercepts a pass m the Texas Tech game.

Randy Rich was talking. Rich
is a fourth-year starter as a
safety for UNM's football team.
He was recruited by Arizona
State, but said he "didn't like the
people' when they were
recruiting me. I liked the people
in Albuquerque. They're very

any mistakes and playing better
football. There's probably more
ability on 'this team than any
other team I've played on while
at New Mexico.
"The guys have a winning attitude, something they seemed to
never have had before. I think
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Western Wine ancf Liquo~s
is having a Free Wine

and

Out of
Sight!

Che~se_ Tasting

Featuring f~r the first
time in New Mexico

A daring concept in wedding bands,
combing bqroque styling with an · even
pattern in 14 kt. yellow gold. One of
many designs from our craftsmen.

JEWELERS

w'f'ls·Tart"'

"The Unusual as Usual"

6605 Menard Blvd. NE
881·8939
(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

n
U
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WINE & LIQUOR MARTS

61"

'

disorders.
Brooks said that by using a
one-to-one ratio between athlete
and coach, the technique goes
thus: the skier lies down and gets
completely relaxed by breathing
easy and clearing the mind; then
t~e coach will give him a mental
.picture of a run by including
weather conditions such as a cold
wind, or wet or dry snow. Then
they men tally begin the run and
the coach guides him through obstacles and on down the run.
Brooks said, "The skier has
muse!~ responses .during the
session and you assume a
positive correlation with him.
You get a gut feeling for the
responses by watching."
They treat each athlete as an
ind~vidual and with questionnaires look for motivations
Brooks said.
·
'
Testing form titles include:
Te~sion So~rces in Competitive
Sknng, Sknng Self-rating, In·
complete Skiing Sentences An
Interview and Response-'andAnswer.
;All-Conference skier, S. Ward
said of Jogi, "He's into positive
thinking."
• At last year's 'ski meet in
Purgatory., Col., the men's
division had three of the six all·
conference skiers, and the
women's division finished first.
But Brooks said that even
~ith these results, they a~e puttm.g the ·technique ·under

~
~ Sonoma Harvest Burgandy ~
n· ,Spedal Wine, Special Prices
~
U With Cheese by
~i~fk~r'
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Anyone ~nterested :
be at Johnson Gym
•
Room 154
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Safety RancJ.y Rich's G_oalls to Beat ASU

By Jo Lopez
"When I came to New Mexico,
0
..0 I wanted to do one thing, and
0
...:l that was to beat Arizona State .
h This is my last year to be on a
:;:1
team that can do so, and I'm
~ going to do
best to help try to
0
"
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Houston Gol.fer Takes
Initial Lead in Tucker

---

~···

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

'

!Jy Rick wright

.
Houston's Keith Ferg:us shot a
UNM South Course competitive
record 65 and the University ·of
Tulsa took a commanding
women's team lead in first round
Tucker Intercollegiate golf action
Wed,nesday.
.
Men's play was stopped by
darkness Wednesday night with
several golfers still on the course. First round play will be·col!l·
pleted this mo)'ning.
Fergus' record round gave him
a ·four-stroke 14ad over New
Mexico State's Cricket Musch
RandyRich ·
among players who finished 18
hOles Wednesday.
"I can't play much better than ·
that," Fergus said of ]lis round.
"I putted great and stayed on the
fairway all day, which is what
you have to do on this course.
"I only had two bogies today,
and both those were because I
used the wrong club," he said.
Fergus, who said he had not
!Continued from page 10}
played here before, said he likes
wouldn't mind seeing the return the South Course v.ery much.
of one-pl.atoon football. "I think "It's a super course and it's in
it's fun, but the two-platoon type great condition," he said, "but
of football is probably liked bet- . you really have to hit the ball
ter by fans." Asked if he would straight ..It's~ good test pf golf:"
Tourney favorite Wake Forest
play both defense and offense if
asked to this season, he said, "I'll appeared to be in good position in
play any position the coaches the team competition with sc(>res
of 70, 71, 71 and 73 with NCAA
want me to play."
Coming from a football family, champion Jay Haas still on the
Rich said he has been playing' course.
New Mexico's Harold Garrison
football "ever since I can rem em·
ber. I started playing organized and Jeff Fulwiler fired 79 and 81,
respectively, with Monty
football in the fourth grade."
Carrico,
Greg Morey, Greg Gold·
Rich was named to the All·
smith
and
Brad Bryant still out
WAC second-team defense
during the past two yeArs. He.ex-.. on the course.
Tulsa's Nancys, Lopez ~nd"
plained the way he gets up for a
game. "I've always been coached Aaronson, shot 77 and 78 to lead
and really believe that football is the Golden Hurricane women to
90 per cent emotion. This is 17-stroke lead over second-place
especially important for me Florida. Lopez's 77 tied her for
because of my size. It's important the individual lead with Julie
to prepare myself mentally Stanger of Arizona State, Barbara Barrow of San Diego State
before a game."
and
Texas A&M's Brenda GoldAnother emotional aspect of
smith,
sister of New Mexico's
Rich's life is Jesus Christ, he
Greg. Defending champ Donna
said.
"That's my main interest Horton of Florida was grouped
before anything," Rich said. He is
a member of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes at UNM, and '"
,four teams will clash this af·
along with two other friends, has
started a Bible Study for the ternoon on Johnson Field in the
team. "It's very successful. semifinal games of the men's inThere are 17 or 18 guys in the tramural flag-football playo.ffs.
group so far, and we h.ope to have
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will meet
others join. We study scripture
and apply it to our everyday the Naval ROTC squad at 5 p.m.,
lives.n
"
. and the Law School will battle
Rich said he hopes to attend a _Alpha Tau Omega at 6 p.m.
theological school in Dallas after
The winners of the two con·
he graduates from UNM. "I want
frontations
are scheduled to kick
to use my Biolog)! major and
in
the
championship game
off
maybe run some 'Sort of Christian
at
5:30p.m.
Friday
camp for youth there," he said.

Rich Goal
Is to Beat.
Ariz .. State

RIGHT OY!iR.
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with two others one stroke off
the pace at 78.
The UNM women's team,
paced by Maxanne· Schwartz' 82,
-is in fourth place with a 348.
Following Schwartz were Nancy
Romero at 85 and Carla Muir
with an 86.
UNM Women.'s· Coach AI
Lovato said he was pleased with
his squad's performance. "Our
players shot almost exactly the
same as their f!Ualifying rounds,
which shows they didn't choke at
all," he said. "I:m very happy
'with them."
• Slow play was all that ham·
pered the first round, played under sunny skies ·and with only a
slight bree~e. UNM Coach Dick
McGuire said ·high roughs and
dawdling by the players caused·
the delay.
"Our roughs are up, and
they're losing some balls out
there," McGuire said. "Also,
college players tend to piddle
around on the greens more than
they should. There's really no'
·need for it."
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A 50 minute film discussing
these and other topics relating
to the .supernatural world.

HONORS CENTER LOUNGE
(Humanities Bldg. - 1st Acor)
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THUNDERBIRD
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per da,v, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run live or more
eoDHI!cutive day11 with no change11·,nine «:en·

ts per word per day, !no refurids If eaot:elled
before five Jnilertlooa). Classified ad·
verthements mm~t be paid in advance.

Marron Uall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
8-71:Jl,
Albuqderque,N.M.
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PREGNANT AND NEED IIELP?You have Irion·
ds whoenre ntBirthrlght 247.9619,
tfn
One is a lonely numbf}r, Will listen, talk & reason.

AGOUA, NW Mesn Vista, 277·3013.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLYN. Tues. and Thurs.
Lew\! Rich.
10/9

"'

00
ol

p.,

1971 FORD LTD 2-door, vinyl top, P/S, P/H, A/'P,
bestoffer.293·1433.

PASSPORT. lDENTIFICATION photos. LoweCJt
prices ip town. F'nst. ple_asing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1711 Girard Blvd N .E.

WEDDING INVITATIONS & PhotogTaphy,
Creative Servlees Ltd. 299·7930.

10/14

WILL TYPE PAPERS, Call Kim.265·3292. 10/9
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. TBM selectric guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298+7.147.

10/10

JANE1', Happy Efrthdny, baby, you're eighteen
~~~~Y· Rick.

•
10/9
WANTED PHO'fOGRAPHER to tnke pictures
for Anniversary ll/16175. Need Immediate

response. 296-2330, 256·9296 nctcr 6 p.m.

10/lO

HAPPY DlRTHDAY SALLY, Hnvc a nice day.
Tom,
10/9

MAriY;Quit pj;~~;;;;s~if you -~ally -;;n~
meet me at Cnrraro's for lunch walk from the SUB"
to Johnson Gym look across Centrnl and you'll See
nn alleyway between Slnnford and Cornell, .lust
look ilL the alley and you'll Ree Carruro's, Nil:'k:

--~·--""••

BICYCLES~ Lowest prices ;nd largest :rJcloetlon of
the finest European makes. (}itancs $111ii Dcrth1e
$165. R.C. Hallett's World Ohlimplon Ulcyclcs,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9~?8. .
. . . . tin
70~YAMAHA 360 Enduro. Ne;d_;-;;p~l;-($50J~
$175as is. 277-3696, 296·5816.
10/9
RADlO SHACK componeni·-:.;t~;;;
$BO,

Jikt;"·-;;;,,

288·1595.

·>---~~~-

10/10

BES'r VALUE In town. Clean large apartments
n~ar Freeway, UNM Pool, recreation room, 5tudlo
$139/mo, one bedroom $169/mo, two bedroom
$220/mo, Free utilities, furnished. 881·4944,~

ONE BLOCK lo UNM spnclous and nicely fur·
nishcd, security and pool. 208-209 Columbia SF..

~!_Ed·-~~-2a~,-----·-l·~D~

FOR SALE.

20 PORTABI,E 'fV's $30-$60,.441 Wyoming NE.
255"5987.
.
10/23
NECCHI ZlGZAG~-ry~losQo~t'-~~~J."'-n~
tonhnlos, embroiders, monograms, $10 or 10

paymcnls of$4. 266·3505.

10/9

QUA'D'RrocoriPER wlihAM:rM-;~htt;-;k-;-;;;

10/13
·-· _,... -

$125Thrae·pound prime gooso·down sleeping bng.
Only used
$90, 296·7~49nft.or B~~·--·- --~0~-~3-

niANNEw.

883·9113.

5.

10/10

BETTER
A~lll
w/case, $l50,877·0970after 5.

PRIVATE PLACE, three bedroom, carpet, A/C,
"'fear UNM, downtown. $250/mo. $150 depoSit,

18' HANGGLIDER,
make o(fer. 255·2875.

<

c];;';;si;~l~~~~tnr
10_110

c~~olle~t~~;~<jiiJon~~;i."r'~;:

pet and show, Easy to train, lnlolligcnt, n(·
(ectlonate, small, shorthaired. Call artcr 5!ltn: 2Gil·
1565 or 260-8828,
10)1)

MrLKrNGGOATs, Nt;bi~~s. Al~·~·~~~~-t~:;tl'<i~ Aii.
8032_?~eninf~: •. ~--J0/14
SONY STER.E:O, AM·FM, B·trnck, 2 mo. old. Must
scll;-$350. Doug 268·1994.
10tl4

SKYDiVEiiS:t~-o-;o~plcto rigs. Modiflc~l
or Thundcrbow mini system Wilh 20-root lopo
reserve. AI tim rterc. All CX('Cile nt. 260 0111. 10/ 1·1

·r-tO

6. EMPLOYMENT
PAnT TIMAE.JOB-·g;;d;nt~"'";l~d·o~is- only. M:
tornoon & evenings, Must bo nbiQ to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 yenrs old. Apply in
per!'lon, nq phone calls please, Snvc Wny f,iquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5G16 MMnul NE. 10/23
7-·~~--~-----

-,. .

---....--.~, ~.-.

·- -- --

-~

SECRETARIAl. POSITION. Advertising,
promotio_~ agoncy, Grndunto sludflnt. 898·901.1.

Methodist Church. Yale & Silver.

bnckpncklng equipment. Trail Hnus Cyclcry,1031
SnnMatcoSE.256·9190.
Un

average, Car llQI'Cssnr)', Gnll 255-1i309 3 5 p.rn.
?"}~:-.-•c "-- --,- -~ -·. ~~ . __ ,,_ -- __ -- _ _ _., _
I 0/9
NEJom BXTR1\ MONEY't Sl'll yo\lr handmad<>

WORK3

&;~·nr~g~--;~d-.S~tu·;-~t~;ys-. $90 wvoki"Y
c ••• ,

PADDLEBALL

REWARD. RETURN of red Doberman lost
vicinity or Cehtrnl & Mornlngsfdl,, No questions.

869-2058, 883-1576.
10/9
FOUND: SCt of kays. St.nnford & Mountain Rd,
near School oC Law parking lot. Call 277·2425 or
School oC Law_~~ry Desk.
10/10

PLAYERS!

Rncqucts,

balls,

glove:,, wristbands, headbands-now all on spcc:i:tl
at tho Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale SE, 242-'IMS.
10/10
SKI EQUJPMENT~;~~ij;~·~les, skis,
cap, bindings, All for $100, Cnll294·5970 after 6:00
p.m.
10/15
BOOKS, ALLKiNDS, su'bjects. Cocktail dresses
si:::c 7, cbc11}5, 1005 3rd

Street N.W, Apt. B, 765·

1518.

FOUND:: Cnl<'ulator at Computing Center. Con·
~~i~~~·
10114
LOST: PORPLE FRAMED, gray tinted glasses.
Cai1217.S076.
10 ··g
""'-·-~~-~~~-~~--<~ ~~----~----~~-

3. SERVICES

10/15
MALE -PUPPY Kccsho;d.Shcpard ('ross, 3;;;;:
ths, shots, $20, 266·2928.,
10!10

1972.VW su-PERBEETLE. new ili;;;-t;;n-;:
shock, exhaust, excellent eondition, $18()0, 265·
1676.
'
10J10

<

.

--

'

.

·~---

~-

DARRY'S E1.BCTRONIC REPAIR, liB Snn
P<'lfro SE. 265-0~%. Color TVs, tape d<'rks,
stor~os, alnpll!ier!t, :mto radios, install Burglar

m.

lllnrrnt~, 10% di:srount ror s-tudents with
Quic:k
,'>ervic'c. Ha<'d TVx for.:~nlc-.
10/lS
_., - . -·-- ---""
·~-~-

-"'-~

DIVORCE AT RF.ASON•\DI,E RATf:S, potition

divotct'S s.rr:-~ngcd by legal dl.'rk $36 plus Oling

re!·!_~·49i7-~2! ~~~~~ ~-~~~~in_ft_"~~~~~!·7 ,_~~!_~
VOLVO MECHANIC, goud work, rc:u()n:lblc,
gunrant~d~89~ 5_~38.

SE,

_

TRAIL·
HAUS
since 1967

256-9190

l03l San Mutco S.E.

A••t and Soul
This is the place: to find an unusual
pdnt 01' art cal'd at a very
reasonable price. Complete Blue
Mountain line. Old. beer and movie
poste1·s. And we don't mind if you
browse or rest 011 out· window scat.
Seottsdade Village

8. MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: used plnball·mnchincs, any condition,

293-1818.'
10!13
FREE ~iAI.E GERMAN Shepnrd puppy, 27H439
olt<r 5:00, 873·2995.
10113
FEMALE FIGURE MODELS needed. All ages,
all sizes. By Graduate photo student. Cal1268·9520
~!:_c..:._7pm.
10113

SENIORS - GRADS

PEACE CORPS- VISTA
LAST DAY
FRIDAY OCTOBER 10
APPLY NOW

IIokona Hall Cellar
·
Fr1day, Oct. 10
8:00- I 0:00 pm

FAMOUS QillVlRA DOOKSIIOP ond Phologrnph

LOUISIAN~

1-40 &- lOUISli.NA &l.YO.

MALL

CINEMA

50¢

)

STUDENT CENTER

299-4412

1 pm - 3:05 - 5:15
7:30- 9:45

TYPIN'G, editing find revhlinn, NQ fniluren, Ill'·
~n;a_~J:.!U~:m!~~~~ll_ll281 3001.
10/14

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the follow!ng classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo -~ --~ time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1, Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; ?For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8, Miscellanf!ous.

Want Ads say it

it'! a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
0

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
-~~---··

Placed by"··-·" _____"___ Telephone"

'

,,\ '

'

"

\

"'

'

Louis Tempkin, spokesman for
NORML, said his organization
will help with the suit, and also
will be lobbying the City Council
for
decriminalization
in
Albuquerque. The city now rates
possession a criminal offense

•

1976 JOB OPPORTUNITIES-

Switzerl~d

Louis Temp kin

Nightwalk to Show
~nadequate U. Lighting New Mexico
DAILY

.

Gallery is oM-half blo('.k from Johnrtnn Oym on
Corn~ll. Speeia! o_rde:~ se_rv_l~~- ,
~· ~+·--""~

Enclosed$

.

Hubank north of Candelaria Opposite Hu-Cun Bowl
~Hmdny- Satul'day 10:00- 6:00

on ('am pus. Write Pinkwntl'r Graphics, 5605 Ln
Gorce D:~., Mi:u_nJ.~ach, Flnridn 33_14~. ---~1_0~10

Roland Finli
Singers

_

Dicycl in g -Sa les-S ervice-'Ren tals-C Iinics

lOtU

lO.'lG

0

,~Outfitters for Dackpacking-Hiklng-Cilmbing-

STUDENT NEEiJED-~ilPrln t;~'~d- Postt>r~

R.H.S.A. presents:
10/22

& BICYCLE 'fOURING ·

clothing, cra(t!'l. Unnd Stlteh Co·op, 2000 C('ntrnl

BEl~l.Y DANCBi Cl~~:~;;: T'h~ nlu~ Jlnr~~;;,:2m~:
11167.

'.'i~~

By Jo11 Bowman
UNM law professor Chuck
Daniels said Wednesday he will
soon file a court suit to have
"private" marijuana smoking
decriminalized in New Mexico, ·
Daniels spoke at a meeting of
the UNM ellapter of the N atlonal
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) held·
in the SUB.
"We're.ln the process now of
preparing
a
lawsuit
to
decriminalize marijuana use, at
least in your own homes," said
Daniels. "The case will be like
the one in Alaska (which'resulted
in the legalization of private
smoking in the state),"
He said he expected to file the
suit sometime within the next
few weeks on behalf of a woman
who has agreed to act as plaintiff.
Otber individuals, he said, could
join in the case.
"We'll be seeking an Injunction
against state and city police to
stop them from interfering with
the.privacy of citizens," he said.

10!10

nil the goodiQlJ. $9.55 mQnth, 262·0637.
10/9
NEW~xrco•s BicYCL-E t~~·~nt~-;Quality lO·spced hlcyc/os, Cnmping, hi.klng, and

2. LOST & FOUND

...

WIUmRNESS EXCURSIONS

, AKC WlREHAIREi)-;~-;-t;;;J·;;-pupa~---;·;~~k;:

10/10
- ------·--------~----------~--~-~--MARY-NlCK-IIECTOR-Rccondlintion fqr tho
estranged. Sec Dan Turner, Univ.llclgMs Uhitcd
l0/9

Law Prof. to Fiie for Legalized
Marijuana Possession in Homes

A/C. New tires, shocks, battery, AM·FM !ltcreo 8·
track, perfect condition inside and oul. $2100 or

once.

10/20

4. FORRENT

1. PERSONALS

Z

M

PHOTOGRA.PHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Cuswm black-and·white pro~~sing p-rinting.
Finij'-gra.ln or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or c~stom proofs. High quality enlargementS, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·24-M
or come tn 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

UNM Bo~ 20, University of N.ew Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

\

By Steve Rush
The Independent Student
Wol"kcr's Union (!SWU) is
wnrking for improved on-campus
liJ;'hting, and plans to invite administrators for a 'nightwalk' to
emphasize ar need for brighter
walking routes within the
Cnlversity grounds.
A campaign is being launched
by rswtr to show inadequacies in
the current lighting system,
which include certain safety
halards. The ISWU is especially
interested in preventing assaults
in dark areas. Some areas pointed out as'needing attention were
the mall, outside of Mitchell Hall,
outlying parking lots and the
stairs to the women's lourige in
:Witch ell Hall.
The ISWU will stress their
point by asking persons influential in lighting decisions, in·
rluding University Architect Van
Dorn Hooker, to participate in a
~!ghttime 'tour' of the campus.
The University is apparently
·~r,nsidering replaring some oft he
'~:gh-level, diffus<!d lighting now
•tn the· mall with low·lev<•l,
)•;destrian lighting whi<•h is incf
'1"·ctive for sN~urity purpost•s hut
':<ttractive," an ISWU nwmb!'r
"aid. The p<•destrian lights have
'leen freqUimtly vandalized In thP
past.
Because ther<' are only s<•ven
t•egular Campus Polict•men
r.atrolling at night, ISWU is con·
>idering a proposal to have work·
study hire about 20 students to
escort late-r~ight workers to their
cars.
In other ad ion, ISWU sent a
letter two weeks ago to Michigan
Senator James O'Hara, who is in
charg<' of revising the current
work-Htudy program, asking for
a <~l'PY of the revised bill. 'rhe
program expires in July, 1976
und requires another hill of
congress to re-enact it. O'Hara
retumed a copy of the new hill
and
IS Wli
mHmbers
are
exanunuJg it to determine
whether or not they will SI!Jlporl
it.
!liH.G Director I•ilaine Bat~a
spoke l>!ltsidl! of hm· offici<~!

I

capacity at Wed.n<"sday's ISWU
meeting and appealed for the
union's help In promoting public
protest about Senate Bill One.
Baca discussed what she called
the "repressive" nature of the
bill, and said unless there is a
surge of citizen uproar the bill
will probably pass before
Thanksgiving. She asked for
volunteers to go before local
labor unions and speak about the
bill. The ISWU said they could
not financially "SUpport the effort
against Senate Bill One.

The ISWU wants to involve
more student employees who are
interested in better working conditions, There are no dues to
become a member of ISWU, but
they request that all who wish to
join fill out a membership card
obtainable from their office,
Mesa Vista Hall1057.

Skills Test
Will Be
Monday
'J'ht• n<•xt CommunicaUons
Skills T!•st. !CHTJ will be given on
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
It will IH• the second of three
datos for the test. this semester.
Passing the CST is a
prerNJUisit~ for entrancl! into the
collegt• of Arts and Sciences. All
Arts :tnd Sci<•nces transfer and
re"admitted students mu.st pass
the tiJst. in their first S!!llJesler or
tlwy will not b1• IJ!!rm itted to rc ·
emoll the following semester In
Arts and Helem'<'~, says tlw offict•
of the coll<•ge.
In addition, )Hwslng tlw CH'l'
will lw a l'<"JUil'!!tllPil( for
graduation fur any studPnl
tweldlll\" ~trlmit t arwe i11to Art~ and
Seiencen lwgiuning nuxt sumnH•r,

though pa~sing it
trance
and
requirements.

fu !fills lln
graduation

oliCl>

Friday, October 10, 1975

punishable by a $50 fine (for less '"
than an ounce).
"The Albuquerque police have
been lenient with' the enforcement. of the codes on
marijuana," he said, "They have
other, more pressing problems,
to take up their time."
Tempkin said it would be dif·
fic).llt to convince the City Coun·
cil to legalize marijuana, but it
might be easier to lobby them to
adopt the code enforced in
Oregon. In that state, marijuana
users are not arrested, but are
given citations (similar to those
used in traffic violations) if they
are caught smoking.
"The "City Council has already
lowered the fine for marijuana
use," he said. "They might be
willing to go the next step and
take the criminal element out of
it~ II

The spokesmen suggested the
NORML chapter approach
UNM's two professors on the
Council, Jack Kolbert and
1Conlinucd on pagc2J

0
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GSA Has Meetings Problems
'

By Ellen Syvert!;on
Suzann Owings, the represenTryon said he would recrUit acSixty to 80 per cent of last tative from American Studies, tive representation from each
year's Graduate Students voiced interest in establishing ef· department, attempt to l'e·ally
Association Council meetings fective grievance procedures for the medical school with the GSA
were illegal, said a council mem- graduate s'tudentS'. Ad· and negotiate the Popejov
ber at the group's Wednesday ministrative assistants Michael situation. He said he hopes t~
Sanchez and Kent Walls have reinstate the discount ticket plan
meeting.
Due to the lack of a quorum, a . been appointed to reseatch the ,for GSA members. motion was made to suspend the question.
quorum rull'.
With this motion, Finance
'Committee member Gary Carter
said the GSA Constitution
requires representation of half
the degree-granting depart·
ments to constitute a formal
meeting.
"Sixty to 80 per cl'nt of last
year's meetings wer<> illegal;
the~· were held without a qUt)rum
and the quorum rill<> was mt>rely
suspe11ded," he said.
The council agrel'd h> pr,wep,J
on an informal basis.
Trvon informed th<· <'Ouni'il o:f
13 c·ommittee vaeaneies and
urged members to obtain ap
plications at the GSA office. HE'
announced the maintenancE' of
regular office hours.' He will bl'
available in the office from 8 a.m.
until 10 a.m., Monday through
Thursday, he said.
Bob Pasternak of the Student
Uesearch and Allocations .Com·
mittee said the committee is ac·
cepting research proposals and
re<iU<•sts for travel funds to
professional meetings. Ap·
plications are available, he said,
in tlw GSA office. The deadline is
Oct. :n.
l'fmt11 hy MiJ::UI·l fi-<.~Jllfi•N
H!wognizing that the GSA
books hadn't been audit •. :! in five
y<>ars, 'J'ryon disdosed his plans
''Duffey's Homecoming Circus" arrived on the Mall
ftll' a profpssi<~nal audit. saying,
yesterday, bringing with it several belly dancers, drag
'"rllis tu·1ion is 4:t prN~aulionary
nwv<>, not meant to rcfled
queens and other performers. A few hundred students
mistrust upon th<' past. ad
cut classes to enjoy the festivities.
ministrn tipn."

Fair to Middling

1

